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Wealth and asset management companies 
press pause on M&A in favor of portfolio 
optimization and integration
The active start wealth and asset management (WAM) companies had in the first quarter of 
2018 has tapered off somewhat as some companies pause amid regulatory and geopolitical 
uncertainty. Thirty-eight percent of WAM respondents in this edition of EY’s Capital Confidence 
Barometer indicate that they expect to pursue M&A in the coming year, down from 51% six 
months ago and well below a record-setting 69% 18 months ago. 

Talent and new market entry become key M&A imperatives
Despite a generally positive outlook toward capital markets and improved valuations, 
regulatory, geopolitical and policy uncertainty are drawing concern: 39% of WAM executives 
say it’s the biggest risk to business growth, while 44% see these factors as the predominant 
risk to dealmaking in the next 12 months. For WAM companies that are looking to acquire, 
talent and access to new markets are key imperatives.

One-third of WAM companies are taking a continual look at their portfolios
As a host of technological, fiscal and structural changes transform the industry, WAM 
companies have increased the frequency of their portfolio reviews. Eighty-two percent 
now review their portfolios at least every six months, with a third reviewing their portfolios 
continually. Based on their most recent portfolio reviews, 66% have identified assets either at 
risk of disruption or that are underperforming to divest.

Preparing earlier for post-deal integration
WAM companies are focusing on integrating the assets they have acquired in the past year, 
and so are taking a temporary step back from M&A. While nearly half have yet to complete the 
integration process, of those who have, 25% say they have achieved lower synergies than they 
had identified. Learning valuable lessons from these transactions, 45% of WAM executives 
are signaling that they will likely prepare for post-deal integration earlier in the deal life cycle, 
while 21% say they will place greater attention on how they select integration leaders.

WAM executives expect private equity to step in as a dominant player in M&A in 
the year ahead
Fifty-seven percent of WAM executives expect the M&A market to improve in the year 
ahead, with 39% of respondents expecting private equity to be an increasing presence in the 
market, while 42% expect private equity firms to be their primary competition. While WAM 
players press pause, private capital players are returning to the M&A market with significant 
purchasing power as they look to invest more for the medium and long term. 
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory 
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and 
confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We 
develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all 
of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better 
working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of 
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a 
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information 
about our organization, please visit ey.com.

About EY’s Transaction Advisory Services 
How you manage your capital agenda today will define your competitive 
position tomorrow. We work with clients to create social and economic 
value by helping them make better, more-informed decisions about 
strategically managing capital and transactions in fast-changing markets. 
Whether you’re preserving, optimizing, raising or investing capital, 
EY’s Transaction Advisory Services combine a set of skills, insight and 
experience to deliver focused advice. We can help you drive competitive 
advantage and increased returns through improved decisions across all 
aspects of your capital agenda. 
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Macroeconomic and external environment
Strong corporate earnings and open credit markets point to a continued upswing in equity markets.

69%
see the global economy  
as improving.

68%
see corporate  
earnings improving.

57%
expect the asset management 
M&A market to improve.

Buy and integrate
Executives see the M&A cycle continuing at elevated levels, with identification and realization of synergies at the center 
of M&A value creation.

46%
expect to actively pursue 
acquisitions in the next year —  
the lowest in four years.

45%
are starting integration  
planning earlier.

25%
say they achieved lower synergies 
than anticipated in their most 
recent deal.

Major M&A themes
Private equity is seen to be a major influence in near-term dealmaking, and cross-border dealmaking is on the rise. 

42%
expect more competition  
for assets from private   
equity buyers.

36%
have identified an asset at  
risk of disruption to divest  
as part of a portfolio review.

33%
say their organization’s main focus 
in the next 12 months will be on 
cross-border dealmaking.
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